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Preface to the Student

This Introduction is designed to give you the ability to talk

about - subjects that interest you today- -to discuss, in Hindi, topics

of concern and to find out things you need to know.

It consists of very short lessons called cycles, each of which

equips you to talk about a particular subject. Your instructor will

0 teach you a set of potentially useful sentences. It is your res-

ponsibility to use them. Use them as often as possible. Use them

correctly- -to say what you mean, to get information you want..

Most cycles consist of a question and a Set of possible answers.

As soon as you, have learned to say all the sentences of the cycle

well, use them to find out something. The subject matter of most

of them is India. Use the sentences you have learned to ask your

instructors and other Indian acquaintanCes about their home districts.

You can also ask your fell.pw students about conditions where they

come from.

There are also cycles (such as Cycle 2) which give you useful

expressions, cliches, and greetings. Use these wherever they are

appropriate during the day.

Each cycle begins with one or two 1M-phasess. During the

M-phase MIMIC the pronunciation of your instructor. Listen to

the way he says it, and repeat it after him as closely as possible.

Concentrate on the over-all shape of the sentence--the rise and

fall of the voice, the rhythm, the. emphasis. You will not find .

this difficult, since Hindi is much like English in this respect,

but you must be careful to give each syllable its full value, not

slighting the unstressed voiTels as your English habit will lead

you to do. If you get.the over-all sound pattern of the sentence

as a whole; you will probably be understood, and the pronunciation
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of individual vowel and consonant sounds can be improved within

this framework. (The opposite approach--working for accuracy in

each vowel and consonant first, and then attempting to put them

together into a sentence--rarely results in natural-sounding speech.).

While other students are practicing, relax, but keep listening.

You can practice under your breath.

After learning to pronounce the Sentences, you will be given

the MEANINGS. After a little more mimicry, keeping the meaning in

mind, you will have MEMORIZED the sentences of the M phase.

Many students find it helpful to have something to look at.

If you wish, you may have the text open infrontof you, and glance

at it occasionally. If, after practicing a sentence six or eight

times, you are in doubt about a particular sound (whether or not the

consonant is aspirated, for instance) the spelling will show you.

It will also guide you through the C-phase. But always remember

that you are learning to speak Hindi, and to understand it as it is

normally spoken. Rely on your ears. When you meet people in India,

they probably will not hand you a printed script of what they are

going to say.

The text is a crutch; dontt get in the habit of using it. If

you can get along without it, leave it-at home.

During the M phase you will have acquired a set of sentences.

The C phase is for usl, them in Communication.

Most cycles consist of questions and answers. The instructor

may begin the C phase by asking you the question; answer it with a

true statement. If he asks, !Where are you framr, tell him. (If

you have any difficulty with the answer', he may drill you on it a

few times.) After doing this with each member of the class, the

instructor will exchange roles with you, and you will then ask him

and the others the same question.
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In many cycles several Cphases are printed. They indicate

various ways of using the sentences you have learned. Often they

show shorter forms of the sentences taught in the M phase. (People

do not always talk in long, full sentences. The shorter forms given

are correct and appropriate.)

What you have learned in the M phase is not merely a few sen-

tences (except for the cliche cycles like #2) but a sentence pattern

in which you can substitute appropriate vocabulary. The places for

substitution are shown by parentheses. Put in the word you need

to make the statement true. If you need a word you dontt know, ask

for it. Dontt start a discussion in English (which is almost always

a waste of time) but just take the word and use it--correctly,

meaningfully, in the sentence.

C phases also suggest ways of combining several sentences into

a longer conversation. Make your C phase conversations as long and

as interesting as you can. Use what you have learned, but dontt

strain to make up long and complicated sentences.

This course is called An Active Introduction to Hindi. Your

instructors will introduce the language. The activity must come mainly

from you.



TO THE INSTRUCTOR

This course consists of a large number of.very short
lessons called ales. .Each cydle.has two parts, called the
M phase and the C phase.

The M phase is for Mimicry. and Memorization. Here the
students learn to say sentences, and learn the Meanings. The
C phase is for Communication. The sentences which they learned
in the M phase are now used in real Conversation.

MIMICRY
While you are introducing a new cycletor the first time,

the students focus their attention on you. Therefore they should.
wnot have their books open.. They need to watch you as well as

listen to you.

Begin the M-1 phase this way:

(1). Say the first sentence aloud, and pause while the
students repeat it.

(2)' Say it again, and let,the class try again to imitate
you.

(3) Repeat the sentence three of four times more, pausing
each time for the whole class to repeat it. It is most important
to say the sentence normally. A good teacher always speaks at
a normal conversational speed. Try to repeat the sentence the
same way each time, using the same emphasis and the same inflection
every time you say it. (This is not easy to do.)

(4)' By this time, most of the class will probably be able
to say the sentence acceptably. If it is a long sentence, how-
evez, they may still be having difficulty. You can make it.
easier for them by using a *backwards buildup!.

Forinstance, if the sentence is

411 MT WT. Trq c What's the name of this city?

build it'up out of shorter sentences this way:

wrr
TTIT wErr t?
/Ft wr a-Fr wzrr t?
Vff ZITZ WI" Gtzi 44?

jX

What is it?

Whatts the name?

Whatts the.name of the city?

Whatts the name of this city?

J
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If the full sentence was difficult' for them at first, let
them repeat each of the shorter ones after you and work their
way up to the longer sentence. When they have caught the whole
sentence,repeat if for them several more times.

When the class can repeat the whole sentence fairly well,
begin working with students one by one.

(1) Look at one student and say the sentence.' He will
repeat it after you.

(2) Say it once more, and listen as he repeats ite
(3) Choose another student, and say the sentence for him

to repeat twice.
(4) After each student has repeated it after you at least

twice in this way, return to the student you started with in
(1), and have him repeat it after you. By this time has has
heard you say.the sentence many times and it will be much easier
for him. You will probably notice a great improvement in his
pronunciation.

(5), Last of all, you may return to any student who has
been having difficulty with this sentence, and give him another
chance. Every student has now said the sentence a dozen times
or more, and he has heard you say it many times. Be sure that
every time he hears it, he hears you say it normally, said the
same way.

(6) If some students are still having difficulty, use the
backwards buildup technique for them individually.

MEANING
Until now, the student does not know what the sentence

means. Learning is easier if the student can concentrate on
the pronunciation of a new sentence and learn to say it well
before he learns the meaning.

After all the sentences of the M-1 phase have been'more
or less mastered, teach the meanings in this way:

(1) Say a sentence in Hindi, and have them repeat it..
(2) Give the English, and have-them say it in Hindi again.

Instructor: Wi MtTT 9Tq

Class: wr a-Fr qzrr

Instructor: Whatts the name of this city?

Class: VIT 971. T 14?
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(3) Teach the meaning of each sentence in the M-1 phase
this way.

(4) To be sure that the meanings have been understood, say
the M-1 sentences to various students in mixed order, and let
them give the English.* Teaching the meanings should only 'take
a minute or so.

The M-1 phase has now been completed; take up the M-2 phase
and teach it in the same way.

CONVERSATION
Most cycles have a C-phase. The printed part of the C phase

gives one or two examples of how the sentences which the class
has just learned can be used in conversation.

Most C phases consists of questions and answers. Introduce
them this way:

(1) Taking the part of the first speaker, ask a student
the question. He should reply with one of the sentences from
the M phase.

(2) Try out this exchange with each member of the class.
(3) Have a student begin the conversation by asking you

the question, coming forward to point to the map if necessary.
(4) After each student has practiced the exchange with

you both ways, let students take both parts and talk to each
other.

COMMUNICATION
By this time, the students have learned how to use these

sentences, Now they must be encouraged to talk about real sub-
jects. They move away from the model conversations printed in
the C phase, and use more freely what they have learned.

At first, take part actively in these conversations to get
them going, then gradually, withdraw as the students gain con-
fidence. If a student says something which is not a grammatical
sentence, say the correct form for him, and have him repeat it
after you. (If the M phase has been learned thoroughly, there
will not be many errors.) .But donut interrupt or object to
what n. student sayS, so long as it is Hindi -- so long as it
makes sense, even if it is not what you expected him to say.
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Communication, after all, is not students reciting lessons,
but people talking to each other, exchanging information and
opinions. This is what we want the student to clo..

VOCABULARY
Most cycles give the class opportunity to ask fOr extra.

vocabulary. The appropriate places are indicated-by parentheses
in bhe C phase. You can supply any word which fits that position.

During the early cycles you must be careful. The student
will not be able to handle plural nouns until Cycle 22. The
special plural forms should not be used before Cycle 44.

In general, give the class nouns, adjectives,. and numbers
when they ask for them: if they fit into the position marked in
parentheses in a cycle they have learned.

'BEADING
Finally, if the class is learning to read at the same time,

have them open their books to the cycle which they have been
practicing. Read each sentence for them twice while they follow
the Devanagari text. with their eyes. Then ask each student to
read one or two sentences.
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CYCLE 1

The Map of South Asia

Use a large map of India and Pakistan showing the major cities.

M-1

Repeat the utterances of M-1 after the instructor. You will repeat each

of them in choral response, then individually, several times.' Do not go on to

M-2 until you can reproduce the sentences of M-1 satisfactorily. Be sure you

understand the meaning of each sentence.

Ta T TN Its name is Lahore.

-o-7T cor TN ZWT tl Its name is Dacca.

0 TT TN q114 '41 Its name is Bombay.

. k59* TF 91-4 Its name is Delhi.

TIC'' 1T514.1 Its name is Madras.

m-2

Proceed as for M-1.

WWZti+T 9-FIT IT t? What is the name of this city?

C-1

The instructor will point to a city on the map and ask you a question. Go

to the map and give the answer. Point to another city on the map and ask the

same question of the instructor, then of another student. Each time you ask the

name of a new place, direct the question to the instructor first. Use this cycle

for learning the names and locations of the major cities. Remember that the

correct Hindi pronunciation is not the same as the names commonly used in Efiglish.

A. .%5 11 41T 771. 44T %?

B. 4.1" 71-19. ( ) t,

C-2

A. ;)r.;)- .11T MIT crri"

B. ( )

0(90 1
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C-3

A. .0.0 111" ,TTIT TU %?

B. r T ;FT )

. The procedure for .Cycle 1, will be the procedure for all subsequent cycles.-

During the M-phases of the cycle, you will mimic your instructor and memorize

the patterns. During the C-cycles you will use what you have learned in real

conversation with the instructor and with other members of the class.

***********************

CYCLE 2

Classroom Expressions

This cycle contains a number of useful classroom expressions. Drill them,

listening carefully to your instructor. Memorize them and use them in the class-

room.

Please speak in Hindi.

Please listen.

Please tell.

Please sit down.

Please begin.

You start, please.

Please show me on the map.

It doesn't matter.

Hello, Goodbye, - a general greeting

'he .instructor may introduce a few additional 'please' request forms if the

students ask for them.

***********************

ry
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CYCLE 3:-

The Map of South Asia.

Use a map of India and Pakistan showing the states.

M-1

M-2

C-1

C-2

V;TE -TT4 AWN %I Its name is Punjab.

T'T 7T'T T-71 kid 41 Its name is Gujerat.

.01 TT -1-TIT 4-5'N ti Its name is Madras.

TriT fartFr Its name is

1411,:i %I Its name is Bengal.

ta"

Vi71 I fT TPT dtql 77? What is the name of this state?

r.'ff 54:1 TT 9TIT TIT
A

B.' :.,41,FT ;MT ( fioyrT )

A. :71 9' :1 TT :TM T4T

B. ( +7,trt ) %I

c-3

A. TIT t?

B. ;74.1' TT =MT ( ) I

c-4

A. VII 41Y..1. ,TPT (FIT %?

B. Trif ) It!

***********************
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CYCLE 4: :

Personal Conversation

4TT Trq trwr %I

1TT I' 9-m- fl ti
irtr TrIT 9-ro

My name is Sita.

My name is Singh.

My name is Lal.

47 4q1 t? What is your name'?

A. .7-1 4' I' qTrf +IT

B. krr -1 if ( atfT ) I

***********************

CYCLE 5

The Map of South Asia

It's here.

Delhi is here.

Calcutta is here.

Bombay is here.

It's there.

i-tqT I And Madras is there.

frT Wit T t1 And Jaipur is there.

00-6,11 ci I tI And Lucknow is there.
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C-1

A.

B.

A.

S.

( )

1

HINDI Microwave Course

( TF7nrri-11.21Tri ) %?

1-194:41Tff ) t

Where is it?

Where is Nepal?

Where is Burma?

Where is (Nepal)?

It's here.

And where's Afghanistan?

Afghanistan is over there.

***********************

CYCLE 6

Personal Conversation

Use a large map of India and a large map of the United States.

M-1

M-2

C-1 At the map:

A.

B.

A.

B.

4r4 wt. 4' 4?

( zufzi9-39- )

411ffe4 ) t?

71Vi* t

I am from New Delhi..

I am from Bombay.

I am from India.

I am from America.

I am from Texas.

4P-f t %? Where are you from?

5

WM!
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CYCLE 7

M-1

This cycle is not a regular cycle. It will not be learned all at once.

Daily, your instructor will teach you the M-2 phase and the one pertinent M-1

sentence. For instance, if today is Monday, you

14-2

iqrq chilqr 114-1. t?

A. Fr %?

B. 1117 ( 4f7-1-t ) 11

Today

Today

Today

Today

Today

Today

Today

will learn 'Today is Monday'.

is Sunday.

is Monday.

is Tuesday.

is Wednesday.

is Thursday.

is Friday.

is Saturday.

What day is today?

***********************

CYCLE. 8

The Map of South Asia

Use a large mcp of South Asia.

.M-1

.i751 TT MIT qTTa I

U.A-ZTR 'TFPF,P01-1

FT 4; FT -1.14 9t11-c4 %.1

q-1 ZR1 TT -119 -F-PT tl

6

The name

The name

The name

The name

of this

of this

of this

of this

country is India.

country is Pakistan.

country is Nepal,.

country is Ceylon.
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M-2

.# TT 9T .44T tl What is the name of this country?

C-1 At the map:

A. > 741. ;Tr q717

B. ;;.1 r ;TM' ( .7)71 ) 1*1

C-2

A. 0 97-1. TIT

B. .41. MT 41:q ( )

A. C41.ZV,I. 9171- T t?

8, ( )

************************

NOTE: The Name of A

The preceding cycles have developed two sentence-patterns for finding out

about the names of things:

VTI ( ) TT 9TIT qqi t? What's the name of this A?

( ) ( ) f I The name of this A is B.

Any noun can be put in the A slot of either pattern, and any suitable name in

the B slot.

The class may now ask for a few more nouns with which they can discuss

Other subjects of interest to them; either geographical features of South Asia

or objects in their own environment. A few such nouns are given below. In

some cases, the instructor may decline to provide a certain noun which would

introduce grammatical complexities for which the student is not yet prepared.

This restriction will be lifted after a few more cycles.

4;1111 building

,!1 thing (physical object)

river

street

7
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M-1

14-2

C-1

C-2

M-1

CYCLE 9

Personal Conversation

"Trgfifl. t?
f;.R. 34qr t?

"f '?T 1 I t?

A. zwi 41?

B. ( -ffirftwr ) (1

A. thf:11,1' tfcm ZIT?

B. ) 41

A. qrq firliff 5Pi b

B. ) -41

A. ',;.1.7i;

B. ( ) t

I'm from Austin.

I'm from Texas.

I'm from America.

What city are you from.

What state are you from.

What country are you from.

**********I1************

CYCLE 10

'The Map of South Asia

'4g7; TPTRIT9- t I

coQ-triivr .;i)11-cf

Jaipur is in Rajasthan.

Calcutta is in Bengal.

-t-
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.M-1

M -2

94DT 'z!

491-4 71114

10.1- 9N01 4 i."?

-1-47kT 54;31

-ww1117 Fq-P.T .1Y-7.1

rum tliq 94T1 t?

4v.

C-1 At the map:

A. ( ) f+ff 94 4 '4?

B. (
,7117:!

A. ( )

B. WI 1,

) I

A. HIs! TT?

B. 1 ) 4 TT,1

Hyderabad is in Andhra Pradesh.

Madras in in Madras.

What state is Jaipur in?

What state is Calcutta in?

What state is Hyderabad in?

What state is Madras in?

***********************

CYCLE 11

Useful Phrases

9.10 V7? Do you know?

-4"rr *1 Yes. I do know.

41- #1-1 ITIgH qt11 Ho. I don't know.

***********************
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M-2

C-1

C-2

CYCLE 12

The Map of South Asia

1r Vi T 4 7171-179-e).

I lit 1 -717 kcKFPfrai rq I

TI-31t-17.-Fr TitzfirA"

i{ern I r7 r sir Tr31{:Tilr ITN'TE-9- It I

The capital of India is New Delhi.

The capital of Pakistan is Islamabad.

The capital of Ceylon is Colombo.

The capital of America is Washington

Lirt T7114-1-1.1 477 t? What is the capital of India?

A. ( 1777.1 ) 4) "TiFT.It t?

B. ( 4 1 (4i1

A. ( 43 )

B. 11'4' T.1

A. Od Trifq--rti qqr %.?

B. -k;,.f T17Lr-r.n qrio )

A. ( ) %?

B.

**********************

10
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ROM The A of B

There are two ways of expressing the relationship the A of S.

'4;1 977 the name of this country

( ) WT the name of A

Z.30 Tpu 141 the capital of this country

( ) cf 04LTT4t the capital of A

With the noun ;TM, lofl is expressed by T. With 7T3itrr-ir 1 'ofl is

indicated by 44.

There are two kinds of nouns--those that may be used with 411- , and those

that require 41r. Every Hindi noun is a member of one of these two classes.

***********************

CYCLE 13

Personal Conversation

In this cycle, the instructor should teach only those numbers which will

allow the students to talk about their actual ages. Students should not be

taught to count at this point.

M-1

M-2

C-1

Ti fr 6YZ 4rEr l

zr(:; 67-7; tt

?T,"3r 3i cro-11,9

tr #' 61-1 Z ctLi
I

A. 1Trcr 39.J; TT. '?

B. 4f1- 37171; ( *4)-7 ) tl

I am 20 years old.

I am 24 years old.

I am 25 years old.

How old are you?

***********************

11
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NOTE: my

TR TT Tr7

zrtr .wT 4-er JITT

With a 41 1 noun, like 911T , 'my' is expressed by 4); f ; with r nouns , 1T-ft is

Used.

**********************

NOTE: A is B

All the sentence-patterns which have been presented so far can be summed up

in a single formula:

( .) ( . ) tl A is B.

Here are a few examples, with the A and B parts bracketed.

( 1-(TM. fr TTlq-TIT )( THT )

( 1114 ;M: 1IH ) ( 410 )

( Tirl) ) ( TuffRTT 4) ti
An interrogative expression can fill the B slot:

( ) ( ) Bombay is where?

( iJ(147-. ) ( 1.4iff ) t? Lucknow is in what state?

( )-irr;! 4;1" ) ( T4F ) t? Nepal's capitol is what?

A negative statement can be made by substituting-A fort :

( 47,4 ) (,57Uff 4 )

The A slot is often left vacant when the context makes it clear what is being

talked about.' A reply, for instance, need aot repeat most of the question.

( ) ( ) ti

( ) ( rTT, , ) 44-1

*********************
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M-1

UNIT 14

The Date

The instructor will teach todays date.. For instance, if today is August 10,

the instructor will teach.

M-2

C-1

Tirif ItL I Its August 10.

What's the date today?

A. Ti 1 p I-44T 1 7,?

B. ( )

A. 1.(h-

.r.1T+

From now on the instructor will begin each day by reviewing this cycle and

teaching the date.

NOTE

Many Hindi adjectives have two forms, one which goes with 'T nouns like

and one which goes with 4?1. nouns like TF7114 . The form which

modifies the qq" noun ends in 71 . The form which modifies the '14 noun ends

in k, For instance

but

big city

little city

big capital

little capital

In this cycle we have a new adjective, T}TIT , 'which, what'.

411717 Ve t which city

qiThfdr TPTILFT4r which capital

13
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7eFiq r fqx7T

ot &1-q

what date

wat day

***********************

CYCLE 15

Useful Phrases

7T-11 4t qT175. Do you remember ?

11 4 Tt t? Do you know?

lig TM 7117 li)? Don't you remember?

.77 Tit 1 1V-1 Th'? Don't you know?

I remember.

I know.

I don't remember.

I don't know.

***********************

:1-1 ,114 4 tt;.

turtar70 wftt 4 T,T

J40,- tT

iql-t

CYCLE 16

Useful Phrases

Tell us a little about India.

Tell us a little about Pakistan.

Tell us a little about that.

Tell us a little about them.

***********************

14
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M -1.

C-1

CYCLE 17

The Map

'Tr, +1" ill IT El ,-;T.;-1 (Iirich-c1 I

if zi.Fr kTF.,7

11T z311-7 "Ef=c9. I

Irf ;'Irr 'fir MT -1:1 1tf:2-TIT 1* I

eFf 7T(.4 7f ;77T It?

1.1.1'11*----Fr..1 ZI" F"PPTT

;#.1J

Fitil:r t'?

A. ( IF)T1. ) u-fr

B. ( 111-4-1 ) rTIT

q.:gr ) 1-147

( z.4-F ) r67 4104NT

Tit T:T.r means 'biggest'.

of q1 b plus and adjective,

..1181 iima-a

India's biggest city is Calcutta.

The biggest city in the world is New
York.

The biggest city in England is Londo. .

The smallest country in Asia is
Sikkim.

Which is the biggest city in India'

Which is the biggest city in Pakis,_ap?

Which is the biggest city in England?

Which is the smallest country in Asia?

NOTE: Adjectives

Superlative constructions in Hindi are made

in this case, 'big'. n'q IT never

changes in form but the adjective agrees with the noun it modifies.

instance, with T nouns

iT1 1T1- 'The biggest; city'

Ul i q51 'The biggest country'

but with nouns

11-q 7-41t-

Tfq OL;1)- UT

The biggest river:

The longest street.

**********************
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M-1

M-2

C-3.

CYCLE 18

The Map of South Asia

ii-C J Ucl 1-1 7-1-ft 3-Ti-7

TV T, '41-1 71-711- 9T-ft iT 4 1

The longest river in India is the
Brahamaputra.

The Ganges is the biggest river in
India.

VOTT q.-q .1c1 The longest river in America is the
Mississippi-Missouri.

114 (4 ql 49-ft t?
' jr;r Sr c7r-An- 50- t?

A. 1714.,f 411 t?
B. 41..<1 t I

What is the biggest river in China?

What is the longest river in Pakistin?

**********************

CYCLE 19

Useful Phrases

47T t?

.qqT EM ("-.))*

Yes. (its) correct.

Yes. (its) true.

No. Not true.

No. Not correct.

Is this true?

Is this correct?

16
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NOTE

Most of the sentences introduced so far conform to the following pattern

( ) ( ) %I

These include statements like

( ) ( ) I

( I ) ) I

and questions like

(A) is (B).

India is here.

The capital is Calcutta.

( 4T/7:1 ) ( ) tl Where is India?

( TTlq741- ) ( qTIT ) t? What is the capital?

Both statements and questions of the A is B type have similar intonational

patterns. The highest pitch is usually on the B part. The instructor will

repeat the following two sentences to illustrat this

( 4'6t %I

4 I TFTI- t?

In this cycle we have a different type of question which asks for a yes-no

answer.

f'dT "21 tffif ? Is this true?

is a yes-no ,question. Here, TIT is not a question word with the English

translation 'what'. It is a question marker. It stands at the beginning of the

sentence and signals that the sentence is a yes-no question. Compare the

following sentences.

Pit .11-1:T:I TrWT41- TrigiqT Is Is the capital of India, Calcutta?

IFOIATfT TIT t? What is the capital of India?

Notice that the intonational patterns of the above sentences are different.

In 1, the pitch of the voice rises T at the end of the sentence. The highest

pitch in the sentence is on 7,1 . In 2, the highest pitch is on

pitch of the voice falls 4, at the end of the sentence.

**********************
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M-1

C-1

M-1

M-,2

CYCLE 20

Family

irT 1-11 T-;T

-Tr._
=Cr 11r#0.-T 9-ti"

Yes, I havdbrothers and sisters.

No. I don't have any brothers and
sisters.

Irq Do you have brothers and sisters?

A. -PIT TP4 4) tiT6-.1wq

B. -(1

or

Mr, irT LTItq7?-1.

***********************

CYCLE 21

Family

y-17.1

Tya m$ -AI

I have four brothers.

I have three brothers.

I have two brothers.

I have one brother.

I don't have any brothers.
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HINDI Microwave Cource

M-1

M

.C-1

How many-brothers do you have?

***********************

CYCLE 22

Family

TT- t uFF

Jft j'.-- V ittU
qqr It!

i'l)-qT rift Ni t 'tftZs;

t

A. .171 -1 911 4 i r;31

B. -it i-.

A. 1 1.1

B. '.'st I i21+

A. '411-111 1 11,TT

.B.

A. 1.711- i ft qi -( II

B. Al

41-7 U r

1irtr :1 ,(1)

IT?

One brother is bigger than me.

One brother is smaller than me.

Both brothers are bigger than Me.

All three brothers are smaller than me.

Is he older than you?

Are they older than you?

**********************

19
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NOTE: Noun Plurals

`Many nouns of the 'Ficlass have the same form in the plural as in the singular

(like EngliSh 'sheep' or '.fish').

Tre 1 there is a brother

there are brothers

there is a city

there are cities

With these nouns, the difference between singular and plural is indicated

by the verb (1-is /hare). If an adjetive goes with the noun, it too may show

whether the noun is singular or plural.

4-fT big city

117,T big cities

)Tr ereT Hli my little brother

er'e Tre my little brothers

orexpressions are like adjectives: 71marks the singular, and T the

plural.

4174 TT 14Ti;

174 .41 Tit

Jff APT'

your brother

your brothers

its name

its names

'brothers and sisters' is a sort of double noun; it belongs to this

class. It is probably never used in the singular

Tri 1 'lit '1174 your brothers and sisters

'11$17;-1- my brothers and sisters

************************

20
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4 M-1

M-r)

M

M-1

3

f

CYCLE 23

Family

#9. -,q154 tl

inebwin

PaY.P.414Par)s)AtqF,5;..rcur btu; arri

I have two sisters.

.I.E&Vd .three sisters .

I have one sister.

II,4:10nIt: have any sisters..

How many sisters do you have?

************************

CYCLE 24

Family

=i17

T. F. 'IT 11;1.1:r I

I

z L.)

She' ..older than I am.

She's younger than I am.

they're older than am.

dr./69 "fab.rizt) eJasbui%
They're younger than I am.

.anuori

ti 4;. 1+ * M 4 4 .1( iG

tI1 r I'1 '77 i q-1-1

?IT

s.11-11 Trtl tiT,ST

IT ?

21

Is your sister older than you, or

younger?

Are your sisters older than you, or
younger?
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C-1

Az lqf IFT 3rr1 :,,w4 i!>.?

B: 11. 'UM 07
=pi 4 17 4t.ft rri T37 b itirr T1

Each student should now be able to explain how many brothers and sisters

he has, and which are older or younger than himself.

Second Note on Noun Plurals

All ifr nouns have different forms for singular and plural.

'TT sister

sisters

The adjectives that go with 14t nouns, however, do not show different form:

ker .0-er %-1 My little sister is here.

erft q1 ,1 7ift ;?-1 My little sisters are here.

* * * * * * * * * * * *

CYCLE 25

Whose?

R; 4i1 elFi" tr.?

71V; fliki '111

Vit 1*'?

f fir.)17-4

:4i MI 41 kiji):6

3.1 I HT (1(A t. -1E';?

Whose glasses are these?

Whose pen is this?

Whose chair is this?

Whose papers are these?

Whose cigarettes are these?

Whose pictures are these?

Students can ask each other many questions of this type and use them to

learn new nouns.

* * * * * * * * * * * *

22
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M-1

CYCLE 26

of what?

W 1of v1t7T -1.(16T This is a map of what city?

;!,e
1 101 ;:q T0,1- iT? What country's flag is this

W 1 i q 1 Fl What'student's place (seat) is this?

r curt; t .74* Trrit*Lr I -1 %? Kathmandu is the capital of what
country?

************************

rq 17.1. 1

' 1T -T-PssFrit fiTh r

irud ,l'irrvffa

7{U t! No :11 rjj.Qi IT 1: -I-- 1f It

CYCLE 27

People

Who is the Prime Minister of India?

Who is the President of India?

Who is the Vice President of India?

Who is the Chief Minister of U. P.?

;11 Who is the President of Pakistan?

14-;i Who is that?

Use these questions to find out about people who are (or will be) important

to you. If possible, display pictures of them, and talk about them throughout

the rest of the course.

**********************

NOTE: Politeness

In all the sentences of this cycle, the third person ('he' or 'she') is

referred to in the plural. Politeness requires it. For this reason, many

people will use the plural forms in referring to an older brother (especially

in his presence) but will talk about a younger brother in the singular.

23
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The plural must be used whenever a person of rank or importance is referred

to. The singular is used only to talk about people of lower social rank than

the speaker.

M-1

M-2

***********************

CYCLE 28

1115 0' rtc,f 91; ft-,-;-;o-(:- f -;

1T T

tcliiRf I

zth,-c-f tsiTT isT

z-Ps'r -FIttife9. i s..6.

9t11-4',4,2J qr;

qft q941.411

Mr. Singh is from New Delhi.

My friend is from Texas.

My friend is from America.

My wife is from Austin.

My parents are from New York.

My husband is from the U.S.

What city is Mr. Khan from?

What city is your friend from?

What city is Sita from?

What state is your husband from?

Where are your parents from?

What country is your friend Erom?

4*********************

24
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M - 1

M

CYCLE 29

Family

1.1i:c)- W=1"

kTrzii- ;T u.

I'm married.

I'm not married.

TIT 411 M.Lit Are you married?

***********************

.111111111

NOTE

The verb X means lam'. The pronoun -14 I may be used with it, but is 2.1,,t

required; there couldn't be any doubt in any case. Do not form the habit of

using it fl every sentence; it is not normal Hindi to do so. The pronoun

'you' can also be omitted iE circumstances make it clear whom you are speaking

to. If you are looking directly at the person, it would be sufficient (and very

Hindi) to say

***********************

M-1

CYCLE 30

Family

I have one child.

I have one son.

I have one boy.

I have one little girl.

I have one daughter.

I have one girl.

25
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M-2

m

rn- :NT&ET fI I have two children.

I have two sons.

I have two boys.

I have three little girls.

I have three daughters.

I have three girls.

4-344 -11-51t1 I have no children.

TIT Wq 1-Pi q-34 t? Do you have any children?

***********************

NOTE: Nouns Summary

There are two basic types of nouns - those that are used with adjectives

that have lir endings and those that require t endings.

;IPT "07 41- Jru.

4 ,3T I

Every Hindi noun is a member of one of these two classes.

The traditional names for these two noun classes are Masculine and Feminine.

These terms are not to be taken too seriously. The names of most male dieties

persons and animals belong to the Masculine class, and nouns which designate

females are mostly in the Feminine class, but there are many exceptions. Hindi

dictionaries list nouns as 5,4 abbreviation for 7r4T Masculine

or it0 Feminine

Feminine nouns form their plurals in two ways, adding either V or Oqt
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All nouns of the 9- -fi type end with $ in the singular and --J7IT in the plural. All

other feminine nouns belong to the type. If you have the singular form of

a noun, and you know that it is a feminine noun (if it has a q;)-expression with

it, for instance) you can tell what the plural form is. If you have a plural

noun with either of these two endings you know that is is a feminine noun, and

you can tell what its singular form is.

Masculine nouns also are of two types - those that change and those that

have the same form for both singular and plural (like fish in English). The

other kind end with w in the singular and -E in the plural

Again, if you have the plural form, you can tell what the singular must be.

A word of warning is in order. Although the great majority of nouns whits

end in in the singular are members of the 9i class and have :'"1-1 plurals,

there are also some masculine nouns which end in t , and belong to the ZP1 class.

One example is ffift 'elephant(s)'. There are feminine nouns ending in 71 like

LiTivr 'language' which has the plura117-51 rE . And there are masculine nouns

that end with M"' which are members of the .qk)f class and do not change: Mr

'king'.

M-1

***********************

Inl K-afli qi.Y 1ff-ft ifft -Ifz?igt

CYCLE 31

What are the large cities of India?

What are the large rivers of Pakistan?

What are the big streets of this place?

Use these questions and many similar ones to review the geography of South

Asia. The repeated adjective asks for an itemized list.

27



CYCLE 32

Classroom Conversation

Use this cycle to learn the names of familiar objects in the classroom.

M-1

M-2

g +1-it it f*ei t?

rr fcRi4 fem Eft t.?

Yki eFet

tzwer -foOizit

IAA

How many
room?

How many
room?

How many
room?

How many
room?

people are there in this

students are there in this

doors are there in this

windows are there in this

***********************

CYCLE 33

Family

ciT 'TN 441-

94Ttf T Tg 44T "."?

T 1N 4T

9-14 441T

311-1.1 4r 4iT ;TN

Uff FT 91-4 424T

What's the child's name?

What's your child's name?

What's this boy's name?

What's the little girl's name?

What's your daughter's name?

What's his name? What's her name?

The forms ifiLO: in Cycle 32 and al-,A in this cycle are not plurals. Nouns of

this type have a special form which is used in certain situations. This special

singular form is identical with the plural. In these examples the special form

occurs before 4 and 411- .

28
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singular WTTT room EfWT boy

special singular 409 A (4) (in the) room U0 WO (of the) boy

rooms boys

Another example is 141 RT 'on the map'. The regular singular form is

41" I map 1
.

This is the pattern of nouns which have different forms for singular and

plural. Only this type of noun has a special singular form.

The items W, DR., and IT - - Eft are members of a class of grammatical

elements called postpositions. They have the following characteristics:

(a) they occur only at the end of a phrase consisting of a noun, an

adjective, a pronoun, a number, or some combination of these;

(b) they require the special forms in the phrase to which they. are attached;

(c) they have the meanings, more or less, of the prepositions of English.

is the special singular of

Tfg +INT

4i4-1.

this room

in this room

Adjectives such as qii-9*tiT also have the special form which ends with V.

44+11. 94 JT

444 9 qT

which map?

on which map?

411-expressions have a 4 form, like the adjectives.

iffq ;4;51-

4rq ',lee. 'PT 9-1q

your son

your son's name

ffli is the special singular form for both 'what?' and 44 'who'

+1.

"FAH -TAO( qT

of what? whose?

on what map?

***********************
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M-1

M-2

CYCLE 34

Languages

41TOY c1jT arrOs4

474 4ted l*l

drilici af14sci C?

11-1T c4T-6`d

In Bengal.

In Uttar Pradesh.

In Madras.

In Orissa.

.

Where do they speak Bengali?

Where do they speak Hindi?

Where do they speak Tamil?

Where do they speak Oriya?

***********************

CYCLE 3;

t

M-1

341 II4 4 4in (;ft-z1,- 6sITO

;F.-T .---;111 4 4.=%i A-J0-

S.

aff t,-(9T41 J Tflh1 &rii LWr At

M-2

4 cfirdffi

dT1 95.1 44;Flt

Tft VPT1 311 ra tii

Some people speak Gujarati in that
area.

Everybody speaks Hindi in that area.

Most people speak Marathi in that area.

What language do they speak in Bombay?

What language do they speak in that
state?

What language do they speak there?

30



C-1

A. ( c;ma ) 414t .J014

B. ( TTITIVT ) ( I ) ; I

Special Instructions for Cycles 36 - 38

If the class contains both men and women, the group should be divided for

at least the first hour. The women will practice the cycles marked WOMEN'S

CLASS; the men the cycles marked MEN'S CLASS. It would be best if a female

teacher could work with the women and a male instructor with the men for these

first verb cycles. In any case, the women should not practice (and preferably

Should not hear too often at first) the verb forms used only by men, and vice

versa. This procedure is recommended for the next several cycles while the

habit of using the correct verb forms is being firmly established.

M-1

M -2

C-1

***********************

CYCLE 36

MEN'S CLASS

fi4t 4teur Lti

4.c.iff

mitwT $

TWO qtau

3n.-LT abtft- 4thi'ff

I speak Hindi.

I speak Urdu.

I speak English.

I speak French.

What language do you speak?

41q 4ii=fi fi zpf4 .A144 What languages do you speak?

A. Wq z4-1-4Y afhi4 W?

( -cereaT
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C-2

M-1

M-2

C-1

A. Wq cfiTicit TOC.4

B. ( ) 111 ( ) Gfljçfl

A.

B.

A.

B.

***********************

CYCLE 37

MEN'S CLASS

ff'1" 9"ft 4'RRITI

ziTtka 94 qT.o.flTI

LFT-pft 9tt aitaffs

9V41169. At-04

4/T Wq 3T ftth
cfziT Wq 119 r 4thi) ;'7:?

q24T 11-4 4c1r 41%44 IC

ifr 94, 4y;-r'r Titci isfr9Tr t

itT 9q2 :fl
..di..-6i

I don't speak Russian.

I don't speak Tamil.

I don't speak Persian.

Do you speak Malayalam?

Do you speak Oriya?

Do you speak Chinese?

***********************
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CYCLE 38

MEN'S CLASS

This form of the question is used in speaking to a woman.

M-1

M-1

M-2

C-1

C-2

44T 1111 NcCI elier 4? o you speak Hindi?

*-ver Tel ciff)" 1? What languages do you speak?

***********************

CYCLE 36

WOMEN'S CLASS

f-4) 4TH i tl

A-adt

4.11er aftt

-OTTM athRtr

irrq qitiffsi qt t- %?

IN +140 ,5114 aitoot 4?

A. Tairi

B. ( uA ) 1

A. 491it T.qT4 .qtwiT 4?

B. ( Nqt ) li& ( IfTT4r ) #aat ti

I speak Hindi.

I speak Russian.

I speak Bengali.

speak English.

What language do you speak?

What languages do you speak?

************************
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M-1

M-2

C-1

CYCLE 37

WOMEN'S CLASS

4 quer' ail oats

fii-f-rat zfro

4 giwtrer (Ili eat

I don't speak Pashto.

I don't speak Sinhalese.

I don't speak Kashmiri.

ctifi 14 i fr i c41 ricl It? Do you speak French?

471T ill 4 ultzI T .qtrIc-1) Do you speak Japanese?

T-1T iI9Fff j cid') Do you speak Sanskrit?

A. zp-14 t?

B. 4 ( fw.qt ) ( IT ) Gil our tl

A. ctzrr 61,1 N ( ) leroa'r

B. -6fr IPTO ) athi-dt

***********************

CYCLE 38

WOMEN'S CLASS

This form of the question is used in speaking to a man.

47i q174 r alt"A Do you speak English?

1d gititr -1/4T,Ttk. c4V1 WI? What languages to you speak?

34



NOTE: First Note on Verbs.

In speaking to a woman one says ..q41. 717 r5-4) Ateer t? and she may answer

4rlcir is

To a man one says liper and he answers fitr W l cicl l tl
When the class reconvenes, each student should ask this question of everyone

else in the room.

M-1

M-2

C-1

***********************

CYCLE 39

Population

41-qTrIt 9-VT # yqTgT WI

OMT 114T4i OTO WI

9.5 WAT 41-q Fra 4 F4Tq'T WI

40 0 ill-cif-4'r 1101#17{ 'ffz.4 !ziTeiT W. I

EliT Y WrqTt. qq-

Wralt +1- WINTO" qviT W?

75TU 4fi Itrarrqt oRDIT

UN) inq-rest cv-4

A. ( FrittT ) i w`rf qzTr W?

B. UR 41) TWFuit ( TT* ) eTO WI

The population of Calcutta is more
than 70 lakhs.

The population of Lahore is 2 1/2 lakhs.

The population of Madras is more than
20 lakhs.

The population of Bombay is more than
45 lakhs.

What is

What is

What is

What is

the population of Calcutta?

the population of Bombay?

the population of Madras?

the population of Lahore?

***********************
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For some Hindi speakers, cOdtMlhas special singular form: Ii it I in Calcutta;

others say ,FaT q . This kind of variation occurs with other place names which

end in lir; some people treat them as members of the iFiT class, while others

treat them like with no special singular form.

***********************

NOTE: Numbers

The di((i is a special unit of counting used throughout South Asia. The

smaller units are written this way:

qT 100

1,000

Vq4 ev4 1,00,000

This cycle and the next are opportunities for learning a few numbers. Don't

try to learn them all at once; try to associate most of them with facts you are

interested in.

***********************

CYCLE 40

Population

M-1

'F'ITE171* ii(T17,41 ,x1"7c1 TW%ff I

1:11P-111. "e571 .11-"J7 I

$: F 'it:, elet'T :94-t t1'it;14:Fid

Tv:(7 I

(-ft fl-6 1:1 1 -rit),..:Iff-71
-Ttrd

About 4P, crore people live in India.

About 10 crore people live in Pakistan.

About 6 crore people live in East
Pakistan.

About 4 crore people live in West
Pakistan.

(FIT, About 20 crore people live in the
United States.
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M-1

C-1

M-1

M-1

wri7.4 t?

35rEut4ir k -1.4 *?

grtgicil.1 4 Afl "4?

How many people live in India?

How many people live in the USA?

How many people live in Pakistan?

A. ( 54t buf4 T.i. 4 ) fq4a4 diq

B. ( it-FT ) 0141. qgt Wi

The iTiTt is equal to 100 . 1,00,00,000

************************

CYCLE 41

MEN'S CLASS

eraina..1 4 T.1.71- I

4 Tiwtt

1ITTcT 4 Ti,ff

I live in Washington.

I live in Texas.

I live in India.

************************

WOMEN'S CLASS

ilTaarit 4

;43! 414 4 uen

wow 4 illAt tl

I live in Albany.

I live in New York.

I live in America.

4f***********4**********44
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M-2

M-3

C-1

C-2

1,
BOTH CLASSES

.3.rrtr FT M t?

rq -r IV,k 4

f4i0rrqTT1?-M
111 1:4iTT 4 4

ff-q cfit

-,111t1 1.0 9I? 72# t?

111-14 f -mtr

41-14 1 4

A. -tf wt "UUT

B. ( Nritt4iT ) 41

A. tc1i W-1',"T 4 Tgot

B. 4 ( 41 id1 ) 4-c-f1

A. 4F11 ai.wt 1 *?

B. (
2411J

) # ti

A. -*ki 91 4

B. 'HT 41

Where do you live?

What city do you live in?

What state do you live in?

What country do you live in?

Where do you live?

What state do you live in?

What city do you live in?

What country do you live in?

***********************
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CYCLE 42

M-1

941:1t)cill T5t t I

'717ff

M-2

*
wit T

C-1

He lives in the United States.

She lives in India.

Where does he live?

Where does she live?

A. ( Ntqci) sittit ) r i v r i?

B. ( uvT t) 4 ) 1v4iT

Substitute the names of members of the class and instructors. Also ask
about prominent Indians.

M-1

M-2

***********************

CYCLE 43

The Map

9t crir 4 fi TT i New Delhi is on the banks of the Jumna.

rim)- ictr f fTT %I Calcutta is on the banks of the Hooglii.

411T ;14 41 fcTi'Tft ITT I Banaras is on the banks of the Ganges.

44is tii-3.-rft t{ Bombay is on the seashore.

d tqwt 71. New Delhi is located on the banks of
what river?

ttpo 9.4Y f H I Z 7T w? Calcutta is located on the banks of
what river?

oliqi9a9 f*a 9fi cri Washington is located on the banks of
what river?



M-1

M-2

M-3

M-4

CYCLE 44

977 441

',III
otq

ail g Trpf 4241 W?

virt TPT 19 iftT -0-R9 .W1

Wrt AFT ffTTT 010 WI

T7Tt c T -1141 419 ift7 01-0 WI

Family

What are your children's names?

What are your boy's names?

What are your sons' names?

Our children's names are Ram and Lal.

Our boys' names are Ram and Lal.

Our sons' names are Ram and Lal.

4t 'OPF4f Tsr J7-1: 4I FT What are your daughters' ages?

Nrg Tt uqt T ? What are your girls'ages?

"ifitt zflt :3Tet Et41- ;4? What are your girls' ages?

TiTuy iTgr4,26 fi 70 '4tT. $:

R.Trr ft Tg."17 W 1

Ali 17'r kreqf git zilft cif ITT

Our daughters' ages are three and six.

Our daughters' ages are three and six.

Our girls' ages are three and six.

The whole class should practice each of these sentences a few times. Then

each student who has more than one child should learn how to state their names

and ages. El;ery student should now be able to answer the following question

rather fully.

:TO 111NTT Wt TT 'aMTC'ilI Tell us about your family.

***********************

14Q
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NOTE

With imperative verb forms (request forms, ending with el) 'your' is always

expressed by the adjective 1411 . 11114 TT is not permitted in this type of

sentence.

This cycle illustrates the special plural form of nouns. All nouns have a

special plural which ends with If y. Examples of the four types of nouns:

nouns TT nouns

singular
qvreil

special singular

plural
z;T3iT4 4

special plural z!N-rif

Adjectives and rg expressions have no special plural form.

Referring to # nouns Referring to TT nouns

singular
-E45fi iit qi TT

special singular Wci. 4it
-esi 4i

plural TT F4e

.4".

There is one other type of adjective, which does not change.

if-1qt beautiful 414 white

Ti'/ famous Pi principal

-1T-1, clean TPT ordinary

Many of these are derived from nouns by the addition of t :

ifT*171 official ATcliTT government

41'O1" Indian 4TI:d India

krifiK41-41- Pakistani IR Tf.44:cTri Pakistan

.;9T-icil Bengali 6:01T6 Bengal

The students may now feel free to ask for any nouns and adjectives they need.

***********************

A
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uu # 1-41

u3417 rT krk01

a $1q #

a # kf45141

a:5 difl T # kfa41

a9- +t 4f001

a 4I-TT 0- kfAI

singular

special singular

plural 4

special plural aq

34 wit kric0

CYCLE 45

Look at that house!

Look at that picture!

Look at that man!

Look at him!
Look at her!
Look at that!

Look at those people!

Look at those animals!

Look at those things!

Look at them!
Look at her!
Look at him!

***********************

NOTE: The forms of

( and 4 are both pronounced 1T in informal style.)
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***********************
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CYCLE 46

What

What

What

What
What

...111110111kNolwilexame

do they call this building?

do they call this street?

do they call this thing?

do they call this?
do they call it?

What do they call these things?

What do they call these animals?

What do they call these people?

What do they call them?
What do they call him?
What do they call her?

What do they call you?

They call me Amax.

At what? At whom?

At what? At whom?

t.

The questions of M-4 are responses to the questions of M-1, 2, and 3,

asking for clarification. They depend on the previous remark for their meaning.

By themselves they mean nothing.

**X********************

4.3



as,

NOTE: The forms, of and gill

singular zrE (441 Ali

special singular WO cliti f4Ili

plural
il qzIT 441

special plural Wq f4i-9. 14i.I

( and t are both pronounced .i4 in informal style).

M-1

M-2

***********************

CYCLE 47

Travel

zer WI, WM- I Yes. It goes.

1/41i1- 9Y,t, 9-V. 61RITI No. It doesn't go.

fER0- TTI$ WIT q171T 1 A plane goes from Delhi to Bombay.

firl-(41 1 VT 6 Dr9TH A-RIT 2;.1 A plane goes from Delhi to Madras.

tcrik4 1 wcfi$ z4v,75T iFF4iI1T 7R91 I A plane goes from Delhi to Calcutta.

M-3

eizIT fk1- 4 qgTo qistKLAT unWT"

zRIT 44 1T swi 4.4m1 wa

1T fqvaT '1U. AT0T

Does a plane go from Delhi to Colombo?

Does a plane go from Delhi to Bhopal?

Does a plane go from Delhi to Amritsar?

.44

I414

cRTT 7.Mt ZTT qTff Does a plane go from here to New York?

0111Y 7,W4- ziff-T "fiT wren- Does a plane go from here to New Delhi?

4qT 2W.t I WTe. -1;; çf na Does a plane go from here to London?

Some people will way FI 4Tiff . The special singular form of the name

is used for the destination.
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